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Forward Genetic Approaches to Understanding Complex Behaviors

Lisa M. Tarantino and Amy F. Eisener-Dorman

Abstract Assigning function to genes has long been a focus of biomedical research. Even with complete knowledge of the genomic sequences of humans, mice and other experimental organisms, there is still much to be learned about gene function and control. Ablation or overexpression of single genes using knockout or transgenic technologies has provided functional annotation for many genes, but these technologies do not capture the extensive genetic variation present in existing experimental mouse populations. Researchers have only recently begun to truly appreciate naturally occurring genetic variation resulting from single nucleotide substitutions, insertions, deletions, copy number variation, epigenetic changes (DNA methylation, histone modifications, etc.) and gene expression differences and how this variation contributes to complex phenotypes. In this chapter, we will discuss the benefits and limitations of different forward genetic approaches that capture the genetic variation present in inbred mouse strains and present the utility of these approaches for mapping QTL that influence complex behavioral phenotypes.
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Animal models, and rodents in particular, have been used extensively to study behaviors that model human psychiatric diseases. While rats have been particularly well-suited to this research, the mouse has recently emerged as the primary model for studying genetic and genomic aspects of human disease (Cryan and Holmes 2005). This is due, in large part, to the availability of a vast array of genetic and genomic resources for such endeavors in the mouse.

The ability to introduce genes into the mouse (transgenics) and retain tissue-specific expression patterns as well as the ability to disrupt gene function (knockouts) represented a significant advance in a field that has now become known as “functional genomics.” Reverse genetic approaches such as these have been useful for identification and analysis of genes believed to increase risk for schizophrenia (Desbonnet et al. 2009), anxiety (Holmes et al. 2003; Lesch et al. 2003), depression (Savitz et al. 2009; Cryan and Slattery 2010) and autism (Sudhof 2008) but are not without limitations. The types of genetic lesions introduced are often severe, completely knocking out gene function over the course of the lifespan, and may not accurately reflect the genetic basis of many complex human diseases. The ability to make conditional knockouts that limit loss-of-function to specific tissues or developmental timepoints has overcome some of these limitations. However, the reverse genetic approach is generally hypothesis-driven, depending on some prior knowledge regarding a gene’s role in a disease or pathway. Understandably, the genes interrogated are often those in pathways that are already targeted by current drug treatments, making the approach inherently biased. More comprehensive phenotyping might result in identification of gene function not yet attributed to a specific gene. Recently, large-scale reverse genetic projects have been launched in the United States (knockout mouse project (KOMP), Texas A&M Institute for Genomic Medicine (TIGM)), Europe (European Conditional Mouse Mutagenesis (EUCOMM)) and Canada (North American Conditional Mouse Mutagenesis (NorCOMM)) to systematically interrogate the role of every gene by producing targeted knockouts and analyzing the resulting mutants in a variety of phenotypic assays (Collins et al. 2007; Gailus-Durner et al. 2009). These efforts to catalog gene function in a non-hypothesis-driven, unbiased manner will surely provide new insights into gene
function. However, studying induced mutants exclusively fails to account for naturally occurring variation, genetic modifiers and gene-gene interactions that may be of primary importance in complex human diseases. In addition, recent research in human populations indicates that loss-of-function variants can occur far more frequently than expected with no discernable effect on health (Macarthur and Tyler-Smith 2010), suggesting that null mutations may not be the best approach for modeling many human diseases.

1 The Importance of Phenotype

In the earliest days of mouse genetics, the phenotype was the primary starting point for genetic analysis. Observations of spontaneous, chemical- or radiation-induced mutations progressed to identification of linkage groups and, eventually, to chromosomal assignment (for excellent reviews, see (Lyon 2002; Paigen 2003)). As molecular tools advanced, starting with the identification of genetic markers and progressing to complete sequencing of the mouse genome, the means for exact gene localization were realized. Knowledge regarding the organization of the genome increased along with an appreciation for the complexities therein, resulting in a renewed interest in the study of complex traits from a systems biology perspective. Recent years have witnessed a resurgence of forward genetic approaches that consider naturally occurring genetic and phenotypic variation and place more emphasis on the genetic complexities that are likely to explain a large portion of human phenotypic variation.

As opposed to reverse genetics, forward genetic studies start with the measurement or observation of a phenotype followed by mapping of the causative loci or genes. A major advantage of this approach is that the role of the gene or genes in a specific biological process is/are proven a priori. In addition, forward genetic approaches are, by definition, unbiased in terms of gene identification since the phenotype is the primary level of measurement. The term “forward genetics” applies to any phenotype-driven mapping approach, including the use of standard inbred strain crosses and haplotype association analysis—both of which result in the identification of quantitative trait loci (QTL).

In this chapter, we will describe forward genetic approaches for gene identification and functional analysis, detailing the advantages, disadvantages, successes and failures of several commonly used forward genetic models.

2 Forward Genetics and Inbred Strains: The QTL Approach

Early mouse geneticists, including pioneers of the field William Castle and Clarence Little, utilized visible characteristics such as coat color and tumor susceptibility to study Mendelian inheritance. These studies eventually led to the
development of inbred mouse strains in the early 1900s (reviewed in (Crow 2002)). These strains are the starting point for most forward genetic approaches. Inbred strains are produced by brother-sister mating for 20 or more consecutive generations to fix all loci in a homozygous state. There are now hundreds of inbred strains available, and while mice within a single inbred strain are genetically identical, substantial genetic and phenotypic variation exists across strains. This phenotypic and genetic variation has been used for decades to further our understanding of the genetic basis of human disease. Inbred lines and the crosses derived from them have been instrumental in the search for genes and genomic loci that contribute to the phenotypic variability for complex behavioral traits. These loci, termed quantitative trait loci, or QTL, are regions of the genome that are associated with the phenotypic expression of complex traits, and the genomic locations of these regions can be identified using a process known as QTL mapping.

3 QTL Mapping: The Basics

In its simplest form, QTL mapping can be described as a statistical association analysis between phenotype and genotype at specific locations across the genome. In order to achieve this, two things are necessary—phenotypic and genetic variation. Phenotypic variation is easily observed among inbred strains (Hamilton and Frankel 2001), and experimental crosses between inbred strains provide both phenotypic and genetic variation. Genetic variation across the genome is measured using a set of markers that can distinguish between the two or more strains used in an experimental cross. The source of these markers has changed over the years with advances in technology and knowledge of genomic structure. Genetic markers initially took the form of linked visible characteristics such as coat color and progressed to restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLPs). With the advent of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR), scientists had access to a trove of genetic markers called simple sequence length polymorphisms (SSLPs) that were more numerous and provided dense genetic maps. Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are single nucleotide changes that are also detectable by PCR, and millions of them exist between inbred strains, providing even greater resolution for genetic mapping. SNPs are now the primary source of genetic variation measured in mapping studies. Genetic markers need not be causative alleles and simply serve as a means of ascertaining allelic state at a genomic location.

Once genotypes and phenotypes are collected, association of genotype with phenotype can be performed. This aim can be accomplished by single-marker analysis using basic statistical techniques (ANOVA, marker regression) and comparing marker status at each genomic location with phenotype. In the late 1980s a technique for analyzing the interval between two genotyped markers was developed by Lander and Botstein (1989), called interval mapping (IM). This technique involves calculating the likelihood of a particular genotype based on the
recombination frequency and genetic distance between two markers. A LOD score is calculated to indicate the strength of the association between the phenotype and genotype. This technique has been refined over the years—Jansen (1993) and Zeng (1993) developed an algorithm for composite interval mapping (CIM) that allows for interval mapping in combination with multiple-regression analysis to account for background QTL. The specifics of QTL mapping algorithms are beyond the scope of this chapter, but several books are available that provide a thorough discussion (Broman and Sen 2009; Wu et al. 2010). Linkage and mapping programs are freely available, including mapmaker QTL (Lander et al. 1987), QTL Cartographer (Basten et al. 1994, 2002), map manager QTX (Manly et al. 2001) and R/qtl (Broman et al. 2003) or its graphical user interface, J/qtl (Smith et al. 2009). Most mapping programs were designed to analyze the basic mapping populations described below, but special attention must be given to populations frequently used for fine mapping QTL.

4 Initial QTL Identification: Standard Mapping Populations

4.1 Recombinant Inbred Lines

Donald Bailey and Benjamin Taylor developed RI lines at the Jackson Laboratory with the goal of creating a recombinant population for linkage mapping. RI lines are created by intercrossing the F1 hybrids of two inbred progenitor strains to generate F2 progeny, which are then sib-mated for at least 20 generations, resulting in homozygosity at each locus and a mixture of the parental alleles providing genetic variation necessary for QTL mapping. Each RI line consists of animals that are genetically identical but distinct from other RI lines in the set (Fig. 1c) (Bailey 1971).

The first murine RI panel, the CXB line, was constructed by Bailey from a BALB/cBy × C57BL/6By cross. Bailey used the seven lines resulting from the initial crosses to identify loci associated with histocompatibility factors and coat color (Taylor 1978). Twelve CXB lines now exist and have been used to map QTL that influence exploratory activity (Blizard and Bailey 1979; Crabbe et al. 1982; Neiderhiser et al. 1992), circadian rhythms of locomotion (Schwartz and Zimmerman 1990), avoidance (Neiderhiser et al. 1992) and sleep behaviors (Tafti et al. 1997). Taylor developed more RI panels, such as the BXH (C57BL/6J × C3H/HeJ) and AKXL (AKR/J × C57L/J) RI sets, which were used in the study of murine leukemia virus (Taylor et al. 1971), drug-induced seizures (Taylor 1976) and lipopolysaccharide response (Watson et al. 1977). There are now RI panels for crosses between A/J and C57BL/6J (AXB and BXA), B6(Cg)-Tyrc-2 J/J and C3H/HeJ (BXH) and C57BL/6J and DBA/2J (BXD), as well as RI lines derived from mice selectively bred for righting response to ethanol—the Long Sleep and Short Sleep mice, ILS/IbgTejJ and ISS/IbgTejJ (ILSXISS) (http://jaxmice.jax.org).
The BXD RI panel is by far the most frequently used, beginning with an initial set of 25 lines (Taylor et al. 1977) but now consisting of 79 strains (Peirce et al. 2004) (http://www.genenetwork.org). QTL for alcohol (Cunningham 1995; Phillips et al. 1994, 1995; Rodriguez et al. 1994, 1995) and drug-related (Alexander et al. 1996; Grisel et al. 1997; Jones et al. 1999; Mogil et al. 1997; Phillips et al. 1998) behaviors were among the first to be dissected using BXD lines. More recently, concerted efforts have been made to characterize the full BXD panel for neurobehavioral phenotypes, particularly those relating to pain,
drug addiction, anxiety, stress and locomotor activity (Philip et al. 2010). One
innovative approach uses brain-specific gene expression data from a microarray
analysis of the BXD panel to map neurobehavioral QTL (Bao et al. 2007).

RI lines offer several advantages for QTL mapping. RI lines are genetic
reference populations—genetically stable over time and infinitely reproducible.
Therefore, each line must be genotyped only once, and that data becomes
available to anyone using the line in the future (Taylor 1978). Comparisons of
phenotypic data can be made across laboratories enabling genetic correlations
and investigation of similarities among phenotypes. Phenotypic data can be
examined retrospectively as marker density increases and more phenotypes are
collected. This process has been automated by Williams and colleagues, who
established the GeneNetwork database that provides tools for RI-QTL mapping
and correlations among more than 1,200 phenotype datasets, including gene
expression (Wang et al. 2003). RI lines are also particularly well-suited for
mapping QTL for phenotypes for which genetic variance is small compared
to environmental variance. This feature of RI lines is derived from the ability to
conduct repeated sampling from individuals with the same genetic background,
resulting in strain means that reduce environmental noise and more accurately
reflect the strain phenotype.

The ability to map QTL for complex traits is dependent upon the availability of
a sufficiently large RI panel that provides enough power to detect QTL of small
effect size (Gora-Maslak et al. 1991). However, the RI strains were developed to
investigate Mendelian traits, and the small number of strains per line has limited
their usefulness for identifying QTL for complex phenotypes. Prior to the devel-
opment of dense sets of genetic markers, the utility of RIs was also limited by the
availability of loci for mapping. The expansion of the BXD line, along with the
development of a more dense set of polymorphic markers, now allows for mapping
of QTL responsible for 10% of the phenotypic variance to approximately 1–2
megabases (Mb) (Peirce et al. 2004).
However, even the largest RI sets have several characteristics that mitigate their usefulness in complex trait analysis. Existing RI panels were produced by crossing only two inbred strains and from only a limited number of inbred strains, resulting in limited genetic variability both within and across panels. Both the advantages and disadvantages of RI lines were considered when planning the collaborative cross (CC) (Churchill et al. 2004), an experimental population akin to RI strains but with added genetic variability. The CC is discussed in more detail below.

4.2 Intercross and Backcross Mapping Populations

The limited power for mapping provided by existing RI lines led to the use of other types of mapping populations—either for replication of RI-identified QTL or as alternative crosses for initial QTL identification. The most commonly used QTL mapping populations are intercross (F2) or backcross (BC) lines produced by breeding two inbred strains known to differ for the complex trait(s) of interest. The resulting F1 hybrid progeny are either intercrossed to produce an F2 generation (Fig. 1b) or backcrossed to one of the parental strains to produce a BC generation (Fig. 1a). At each locus, an F2 animal will have one of three genotypes: homozygous for either of the parental alleles or heterozygous, possessing one allele from each of the parental strains. A BC animal has only two genotype possibilities: heterozygous or homozygous for the allele of the parental strain to which the F1 progeny were backcrossed.

Unlike RI animals, intercross and backcross progeny are genetically heterogeneous; each F2 or BC individual within the population is characterized by a unique pattern of genome-wide recombination. Therefore, each set of animals must be genotyped and the informativeness of these genotypes is limited to the set of phenotypes collected for any particular set of animals. When genotyping costs were prohibitive, selective genotyping of animals from the top and bottom 15% of the phenotypic distribution was frequently performed using DNA pools (Darvasi and Soller 1994; Wang and Paterson 1994). The genetic (DNA) contribution of each individual to the pool was often weighted toward individuals at the phenotypic extremes (Taylor et al. 1999, 2001). Individuals in each pool were genotyped only at loci for which a significant or suggestive QTL were identified, and the entire mapping population was only genotyped for those loci that proved significant. As genotyping costs have decreased, the use of pooling has waned.

The number of markers required to genotype either an F2 or BC is relatively low based on the limited number of recombinations in these populations. A polymorphic marker every 40 Mb provides adequate coverage, as each marker will sweep 20 Mb in each direction. The choice of which type of cross to use is dependent on the genetic architecture of the phenotype of interest. Using an F2 mapping population is recommended to obtain an overview of the number, location and estimated effect sizes of both additive and dominant QTL segregating in
the population, as well as QTL interactions (Darvasi 1998). Approximately 30% fewer F2 animals are required to detect additive QTL in comparison with a BC population due to the increased number of recombinations in the F2. However, BC mapping populations are generally considered more efficient for QTL identification, specifically for QTL with dominant effects. The decreased genetic variance in a BC—a population with a 1:1 genotypic ratio and only two prospective genotypes at any given locus—results in fewer genetic interactions than in an F2. The LOD threshold for significance is therefore lower for a BC, and gene effects are more prominent because the decreased genetic variance results in fewer genetic interactions in the BC (Darvasi 1998; Silver 1995).

Regardless of the cross type, QTL mapping has been successful in identifying thousands of loci. Conventional F2 populations derived from various inbred parental strains have been used to identify QTL for behaviors such as contextual fear conditioning (Wehner et al. 1997), spatial learning (Steinberger et al. 2003), alcohol preference (Fernandez et al. 2000) and consumption (Boyle and Gill 2008), anxiety (Bailey et al. 2008; Eisener-Dorman et al. 2010; Henderson et al. 2004; Turri et al. 2001a; Turri et al. 2004), home cage activity (Turri et al. 2001b; Umemori et al. 2009), ethanol-induced (Hitzemann et al. 1998) and cocaine-induced (Boyle and Gill 2009) locomotor activation and locomotor activity in the open field (Bailey et al. 2008; Eisener-Dorman et al. 2010; Gershenfeld et al. 1997; Kelly et al. 2003; Koyner et al. 2000). QTL for locomotor activity in the open field (Eisener-Dorman et al. 2010), alcohol preference (Melo et al. 1996) and body weight regulation (Zhang and Gershenfeld 2003) have been identified using BC populations.

The deluge of QTL for various phenotypes caused concerns regarding the possibility of numerous false positives (Type I Error). A paper published in 1995 proposed thresholds for reporting significant or suggestive QTL loci (Lander and Kruglyak 1995). Some researchers worried that the thresholds were too restrictive and that it would be cost prohibitive to phenotype and genotype populations of the size necessary to result in the levels of significance proposed (Yoon 1996). Others recommended the use of multiple strategies, including provisional mapping and replication of suggestive and significant QTL in independent populations and pooling results (Atkins 2001). At the time, however, the significance levels proposed by Lander and Kruglyak were almost universally adopted when reporting QTL. Advances in computational power now make it more common to generate significance thresholds based on individual experimental populations by running permutation tests (Churchill and Doerge 1994), and this function is present in most QTL mapping software packages.

Large F2 or BC populations have substantial power for detecting QTL, but they also have limitations. Neither F2 nor BC mapping panels are capable of providing high-resolution QTL localization due to the relatively low number of recombinations present in these populations. This results in coarsely mapped QTL with broad peaks that can encompass half of a chromosome and contain hundreds of candidate genes. Because the QTL regions identified are so large, the individual effects of closely-linked QTL are difficult to dissect. QTL comprised of multiple
closely-linked, small-effect QTL may fail to be detected if the loci have opposing phenotypic effects. Consequently, the fine mapping necessary to narrow QTL intervals and, ultimately, identify quantitative trait genes (QTG) must be carried out in specialized populations.

4.3 Consomic Lines or Chromosome Substitution Strains

Consomic lines, or chromosome substitution strains (CSS), are produced by introgressing a single chromosome from a donor strain onto a recipient strain background by repeated backcrossing for at least 10 generations (Fig. 1f). A full CSS panel consists of 21 lines—one for each of the 19 autosomes and 2 sex chromosomes. Established CSS lines are genetic reference populations that allow for relatively fast localization of a QTL or group of QTL to a single chromosome and have several advantages over standard mapping populations. Because statistical comparisons are made across 21 CSS lines and the background strain rather than across hundreds of markers in hundreds of F2 or BC animals, the P-value required for significance (corrected for multiple comparisons) in a CSS experiment will be lower. The total number of mice necessary for mapping QTL to a single chromosome in a CSS panel is only slightly lower than in an F2 cross based on sample size estimates required to detect a QTL that accounts for a similar amount of the variance in either population (Belknap 2003). However, no genotyping is required in the initial scan, making the CSS more economical. In addition, the effect size of a QTL will be amplified in the CSS due to the presence of only homozygotes.

These advantages make the CSS an attractive option for initial identification of QTL. However, the end result is an entire chromosome, or multiple chromosomes, on which reside QTL that must be localized and fine-mapped. CSS provide a starting population that requires fewer generations of breeding to produce interval-specific congenic strains or mice for recombinant progeny testing. Since QTL were identified and present on a homogeneous genetic background in the CSS, their effect size should be sufficient for recovery in congenic lines. However, if a significant result on a single chromosome represents a cluster of two or more QTL, the effect might be lost upon construction of congenic or subcongenic lines, as described below.

Constructing a CSS panel is costly and takes years of breeding. Realistically, therefore, most researchers are limited to existing CSS panels and the genetic and phenotypic variability that exists therein. Three CSS panels have been reported in the literature, beginning with the B6. A panel (A/J introgressed on to C57BL/6J) (Singer et al. 2004). This panel has been the most extensively used for mapping QTL for behavioral traits such as prepulse inhibition (Leussis et al. 2009; Petryshen et al. 2005), anxiety (Singer et al. 2005) and sleep-related epilepsy (Strohl et al. 2007) and other complex phenotypes, such as onset of puberty (Nathan et al. 2006) and resistance to diet-induced obesity (Buchner et al. 2008).
Takada et al. produced a CSS panel with MSM/Ms introgressed onto C57BL/6J (Takada et al. 2008) that has been used to identify QTL for emotionality (Takahashi et al. 2008), social interactions (Takahashi et al. 2010) and home cage activity (Nishi et al. 2010). Finally, Gregorova et al. (Gregorova et al. 2008) have introgressed PWD/Ph onto C57BL/6J and have characterized the lines for blood chemistry-related phenotypes.

5 QTL Fine Mapping

The identification of QTL is fairly straightforward, as evidenced by the thousands that now exist in online databases and in the literature (Flint et al. 2005). However, identifying the gene, or genes, underlying a QTL peak has been a persistent limitation of commonly used QTL methods. The limited resolution of standard QTL crosses (RIs, F2s, BCs) results in identification of large genomic regions, usually > 20 Mb, containing hundreds of genes. To identify the quantitative trait gene (QTG), the QTL region must be narrowed considerably before a manageable list of candidate genes can be interrogated. Fine mapping of QTL has been the focus of a great deal of research in recent years (Flint et al. 2005). Initially, congenic and subcongenic strains were pursued and have resulted in some success. However, partitioning QTL in this way is not always possible, and efforts toward the use of primary crosses have resulted in the development of advanced intercross lines (AILs), heterogeneous stocks (HS), outbred mice and the CC.

5.1 Congenic Strains

Congenic strains are derived from repeated backcrossing of a donor strain to a recipient strain until only a small region of the QTL-containing donor strain chromosome is introgressed onto the recipient strain background (Fig. 1e). This process, aided by genotyping the QTL region of interest, takes 13 generations (12 backcrosses followed by an intercross to obtain founders), but the process has been accelerated by marker-assisted selection of both the introgressed region and the remaining recipient background in a strategy called “speed congenics” (Markel et al. 1997; Wakeland et al. 1997). Consequently, it is now possible to produce congenics in less than half the number of generations. QTL intervals in congenic strains can be further narrowed by backcrossing the congenic founders to break up the introgressed region, thereby producing subcongenics.

There have been some successes in using congenic and subcongenic mice to narrow QTL regions. Berrettini and colleagues identified a morphine preference QTL (Mop2) in a C57BL/6J (B6) × DBA/2J (D2) F2 (Berrettini et al. 1994). The 20-Mb QTL was confirmed using a marker-assisted breeding strategy to generate a pair of reciprocal congenic mouse strains—the B6 QTL interval was introgressed
onto the D2 recipient background (D2.B6-Mop2), and the D2 QTL interval was introgressed onto the B6 recipient background (B6.D2-Mop2) (Ferraro et al. 2005). Heterozygous D2.B6-Mop2 congenic mice were backcrossed to D2 mice, thereby fragmenting the 28.8-Mb QTL interval of the congenic into smaller, discrete intervals of 9.5 and 17.2 Mb in the resulting subcongenic strains (Doyle et al. 2008). Mice from one of these two subcongenic strains exhibited morphine preferences similar to both the D2.B6-Mop2 congenic and the B6 parental strain mice, thereby narrowing the Chr 10 QTL interval to a 9.5-Mb region containing 39 genes (Doyle et al. 2008). In another study, the obesity-related QTL Fob3 on Chr 15 was identified in an F2 cross originating from two outbred mouse lines selected for either high or low body fat (fat and lean lines) (Horvat et al. 2000). One mouse, selected because it was recombinant within the Fob3 interval, was backcrossed for 10 generations to the Fat line to create two subcongenic strains with the Lean line Fob3 QTL interval introgressed onto the Fat line recipient background (Stylianou et al. 2004). Further backcrossing of the Fob3 subcongenic strains to the Fat line yielded additional recombinants, allowing the isolation of two smaller QTL (Fob3a and Fob3b) within the original Fob3 QTL interval (Stylianou et al. 2004). Continued backcrossing of select recombinants within the 22.39-Mb Fob3b interval generated six additional subcongenic strains with overlapping donor intervals. Four subcongenic strains were intercrossed with the Fat line to generate four F2 mapping populations, which identified two closely-linked QTL, Fob3b1 (4.98 Mb) and Fob3b2 (7.68 Mb), within the Fob3b QTL interval (Prevorsek et al. 2010).

However, QTL effects often disappear during the construction of congenics or subcongensics. Reasons for this loss of QTL effect could be the removal of the QTL from a heterogeneous background, thereby eliminating epistatic interactions that increase QTL effect size. It is also likely that QTL that disappear during congenic production might actually be groups of two or more smaller effect size QTL that appear as a single peak in an F2 or BC but do not have sufficient power alone to result in a statistically significant change in phenotype (Legare et al. 2000; Legare and Frankel 2000).

5.2 Advanced Intercross Lines

Although the ability to restrict genetic heterogeneity to only two strains has advantages (Cheng et al. 2010), the limited number of recombinations present in F2 and BC mice also limits the resolution of these mapping resources. AILs are produced by intercrossing two parental strains to obtain an F2 and then intercrossing each successive generation (Fig. 1d). AILs have the advantage of expanding the genetic map by increasing the number of breakpoints, thereby increasing the recombination fraction between markers. The increased number of recombinations in an F10 can reduce the size of a QTL interval by five-fold in comparison with a similarly-sized population of F2 animals (Darvasi and Soller 1995). However, the increase in resolution comes at the cost of power to detect
QTL. This loss in power is due to the increased number of markers necessary to account for the reduction in linkage disequilibrium between markers and genetic drift that results in altered allele frequencies. The latter can be controlled somewhat by choosing an appropriate breeding strategy (Rockman and Kruglyak 2008). In general, maintaining large population sizes and controlling for inbreeding can mitigate concerns about power in an AIL.

One of the largest AILs is the LG/J × SM/J (LG, SM) AIL produced by Cheverud and colleagues at Washington University in St. Louis, Missouri (Norgard et al. 2008). The F9-F10 LG, SM AILs have been used successfully to identify dozens of QTL for bone-length (Kenney-Hunt et al. 2008; Norgard et al. 2008, 2009). More recently, F34 LG, SM AILs were used to replicate and refine QTL from previous studies. Norgard et al. were able to replicate almost 80% of QTL identified in both F2-F3 and F9-F10 populations. However, QTL interval reduction in the F34 was less than expected compared to previous studies. QTL intervals ranged from 0.6 to 14 Mb with half of the QTL having confidence intervals from 2 to 5 Mb. The authors postulated that family structure bias inflated the QTL peaks and decreased the confidence interval sizes reported in earlier studies. An alternative explanation is the presence of multiple linked loci at the QTL peaks—a problem that is encountered with any fine mapping population.

Cheng et al. (2010) took advantage of the power of an F2 and the mapping resolution of the LG, SM AIL to identify QTL for methamphetamine sensitivity. QTL were identified for both methamphetamine- and saline-induced locomotor behavior in a large LG × SM F2 and the F34 LG, SM AIL. Both populations were also combined and analyzed as one large intercross. Cheng et al. found that the population structure present in AILs must be considered when mapping to reduce Type I errors. By using a mixed model that considered relatedness of individuals in the AIL for both mapping and significance threshold determination, the authors were able to identify several QTL intervals at sub-centimorgan resolution—one of which contains only a single gene that is now being assessed for its role in methamphetamine sensitivity. Samocha et al. (2010) used a similar approach to map QTL for acoustic startle response, habituation and prepulse inhibition of the startle response. A large set of F2 identified QTL for multiple behaviors. The population size of the AIL used in this study did not provide enough power to detect significant QTL on its own, but combined analysis of both the F2 and AIL populations narrowed QTL intervals identified initially in the F2. Taken together, these studies indicate that the approach of using both an F2 and AILs, along with taking into account population structure, is an effective method for identification and fine-mapping of QTL.

5.3 Heterogeneous Stocks

Heterogeneous Stocks (HS) lines are produced by pseudo-random breeding over multiple generations with the aim of increasing the number of meiotic crossovers and, thus, the genetic resolution (Fig. 1g). The term “heterogeneous stock” is
commonly used to describe two independently established eight-way inbred mouse crosses. The Boulder HS was established in 1970 from an eight-way cross between C57BL/6J, BALB/c, RIII, AKR, DBA/2J, A/J and C3H strains and has been breeding for more than 60 generations (McClearn et al. 1970). Initially, the Boulder HS mice were conceived as a normative population of mice with increased genetic variation in comparison to individual inbred strains (McClearn et al. 1970). The Northport HS, derived from A/J, AKR/J, BALB/cJ, C3H/HeJ, C57BL/6J, CBA/J, DBA/2J and LP/J strains, was established in 1994 as a stock for selective breeding (Hitzemann et al. 1991) and has been breeding for more than 50 generations (Demarest et al. 2001; Hitzemann et al. 1994). More recently, two additional HS lines have been reported. A collaborative cross HS (CC-HS), derived from the same eight founder strains that were used to establish the CC, was recently reported by the Hitzemann laboratory and is currently at the 12th generation of outbreeding (Iancu et al. 2010). In addition, a cross between four inbred strains, C57BL/6J, DBA/2J, BALB/cJ and LP/J, called the HS4 has also been produced and maintained in the Hitzemann laboratory for 19 generations (Malmanger et al. 2006).

It is estimated that HS mice at 60 generations of random breeding could increase mapping resolution by 30-fold over an F2 or BC. Talbot et al. (1999) used the Boulder HS to fine map a QTL for open field behavior identified on Chr 1 in previous studies (Caldarone et al. 1997; Flint et al. 1995; Gershenfeld et al. 1997; Wehner et al. 1997) and were able to refine the chromosomal location to a 1.6-Mb region. Using single-marker association analysis, they also replicated a QTL on Chr 12 but failed to replicate three additional QTL on Chrs 1, 10 and 15. The inability to replicate QTL in the HS was attributed to the inability to distinguish between identical alleles contributed by different progenitor strains. This shortcoming was overcome by the development of a multipoint mapping model that takes into account information from flanking markers and progenitor haplotypes. This mapping algorithm, called HAPPY, is available for download or use as a web-based program (http://www.well.ox.ac.uk/~rmott/happy.html). Using the multipoint mapping method, all three previously undetected loci were mapped.

The Northport HS has been used to fine map a QTL on Chr 2 for ethanol-induced locomotor activity. The QTL was initially identified in the BXD RIs and replicated in a B6XD2 F2. Using a G32-35 HS, Demarest et al. (2001) were able to replicate the Chr 2 QTL and resolve the region into three separate peaks.

Mott and Flint (2002) also developed a technique, called the inbred-outbred cross, for using HS mice to both detect and fine map QTL. The technique involves generating an F2 cross using HS and a genetically-distinct line (inbred strain, knockout, transgenic), detecting QTL using standard methods (low marker resolution) and then dense genotyping in candidate QTL regions to take advantage of the increased resolution of the HS-contributed genetic material. Through simulations, Mott and Flint showed that a 5% effect size QTL could be detected and fine mapped with 50% probability to within 6 Mb by genotyping 1,500 animals.

HS mice have been used primarily to fine map previously identified QTL (Demarest et al. 2001; Malmanger et al. 2006; Talbot et al. 1999; Turri et al. 1999), although their increased genetic variability and expanded genetic map also make
them suitable for genome-wide association studies. However, several procedural and analytical hurdles had to be addressed before genome-wide QTL identification in the HS could be realized. First, because of the expansion of the genetic map, 100 times more markers and 10 times more animals are required to have the power to detect QTL with 5% effect or less (Flint et al. 2005; Valdar et al. 2006b), making genome-wide mapping in the HS an expensive proposition. Also, unknown selective pressures and random fluctuations in allele frequencies during production and/or maintenance of the stock may affect the resolving power of the HS. These issues are detailed in the first publication of genome-wide association in the Northport HS (Valdar et al. 2006b). Costs for line production and genotyping were reduced by collecting over 100 phenotypes in parallel for each mouse (Solberg et al. 2006), and model-averaging techniques were developed to analyze multiple QTL models and overcome genotype correlations (linkage disequilibrium) and family structure. Hundreds of QTL for dozens of phenotypes were detected with confidence intervals averaging 2.8 Mb—a substantial improvement over standard F2 crosses.

### 5.4 Outbred Mice

Outbred stocks are closed populations of genetically variable animals that are bred to maintain maximum heterozygosity (Chia et al. 2005). Dozens of outbred stocks exist, and like HS mice, they offer the advantage of increased mapping resolution but suffer some of the same drawbacks—increased sample size and marker density are required for QTL detection. In addition, outbred stocks (with the exception of HS lines) do not have the advantage of progenitor allele information to derive the origin of alleles in the offspring. This limitation introduces difficulties in the use of these stocks for QTL mapping. Only one example of a behavioral QTL has been published thus far using outbred stocks. The *Rgs2* gene that influences anxiety in mice was identified using outbred MF1 mice (Yalcin et al. 2004). Yalcin et al. determined that the haplotype patterns in MF1 mice were very similar to those found in standard inbred strains. Thus, they were able to use similar techniques for mapping as those used with HS mice.

Aldinger et al. (2009) recently examined genetic variation and population structure in CD-1 outbred stocks and determined that CD-1 mice are reasonably outbred, polymorphic at a significant number of loci and resemble human populations in terms of complex genetic history. Although CD-1 mice have population substructure that may affect mapping results, the authors believe this structure could be exploited and that the CD-1 mice represent a valuable genetic mapping resource. Williams et al. (2009) used CD-1 mice to confirm the effect of a duplication of the *Glo1* gene on anxiety-related behavior in mice. However, outbred mice have not yet been used for genome-wide association mapping of behavioral traits. Perhaps as genomic and analytical resources are developed, these untapped resources of genetic variability will become utilized more frequently in the identification and fine mapping of QTL.
5.5 The Collaborative Cross

In the late 1990s and early 2000s, the discussion in the mouse genetics community started to focus on the problem of QTG identification; it was determined that current mouse resources were not suitable for tackling such a difficult problem. Various standard mapping populations had the features necessary for identifying complex trait loci, but not one mapping resource had all of the features that were necessary if such an endeavor was to be successful down to the point of gene identification. Mouse geneticists began to envision a reference population of mice, the CC, that would capitalize on the advantages of existing resources by offering genetic diversity, mapping power and high-resolution. The CC would also provide a platform for systems genetic studies and modeling of complex networks, including gene by gene and gene by environment interactions. The CC was to be derived from eight divergent inbred strains (A/J, C57BL/6J, 129S1/SvImJ, NOD/LtJ, NZO/HILt, CAST/EiJ, PWK/PhJ and WSB/EiJ) to maximize genetic diversity and ensure that the resulting population would provide the phenotypic diversity necessary to study any trait of interest. Like the AIL and HS lines, the CC would be subjected to multiple generations of breeding to increase meiotic recombination and provide the necessary mapping resolution for fine mapping QTL (Fig. 1h). However, the CC would be inbred and, upon completion, would provide a fully-genotyped reference population that could be provided to individual investigators. Finally, the CC would be sufficiently large (~1,000 lines) to provide the power necessary to map QTL of relatively small-effect size.

The initial and largest crosses to produce the CC were begun in 2005 at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). Separate, smaller breeding populations were located in Tel Aviv, Israel and Western Australia. In late 2008, the Department of Energy announced that the ORNL mouse genetics program was being phased out, and the ORNL CC population was transferred to the University of North Carolina (UNC). The Tel Aviv population has recently joined the ORNL lines at UNC. Several CC lines have already reached the inbred state due to an acceleration of the process using marker-assisted inbreeding. At least 100 lines will be completed by the end of 2012, and additional lines will follow over the next several years (personal communication, Darla Miller).

It is likely that the final population of the CC will be closer to 500 rather than 1,000 lines, as first proposed. Simulation studies have shown that 500 lines provide both adequate power and fine resolution for QTL mapping (Broman 2005; Valdar et al. 2006a). A multi-stage strategy has also been proposed using an initial mapping panel of 100 strains followed by a second set of 100 strains that have informative allele combinations and recombination events based on QTL localization from the first stage (Churchill et al. 2004). This strategy will make the CC more accessible for smaller laboratories. The completion of fully-genotyped CC-RI lines would also enable the production of many more CC recombinant inbred intercrosses (CC-RIX) produced by crossing different CC lines. Each CC-RIX mouse will inherit a chromosome from each CC parent and, thus,
genotype information can be extrapolated. Heterozygosity will be recaptured in the CC-RIX lines, making them a more realistic model for human populations and allowing for more accurate modeling of complex human diseases.

6 Haplotype Association Mapping

Inbred strain surveys are an important initial step in understanding the genetic and phenotypic architecture of complex traits. Until recently, however, strain surveys had become less frequently used, meaning that researchers had a limited set of data on which to base experiments. In 2000, the Mouse Phenome Project was started as an effort to collect phenotypic data from a core set of inbred strains. These data would be stored in a central location, be publicly available on the Mouse Phenome Database (MPD; http://phenome.jax.org/ and Bogue et al. (2007)) and would offer investigators a wide range of phenotypes with which to inform research decisions for complex trait analysis (Bogue 2003; Paigen and Eppig 2000).

The effort to collect phenotype data for inbred strains coincided with efforts to increase the number of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) identified in inbred mouse lines and construct a SNP haplotype map of the mouse similar to the HapMap being constructed in humans (2003) (http://hapmap.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/). This convergence of phenotype data and SNP genotype data presented an obvious opportunity to take advantage of both the phenotypic and genotypic diversity among inbred strains. In the context of genetic mapping, inbred strains offer several advantages over existing mapping populations. Inbred strains are, of course, a reference population of mice enabling collection and storage of phenotypic and genetic data that can be utilized repeatedly. In addition, inbred strains, like RIs, allow for repeated sampling within a strain to reduce environmental variance. Inbred strains also have increased genetic and phenotypic diversity in comparison to RI or standard F2 or BC populations, as well as a dense genetic map due to increased recombination.

In 2001, Grupe et al. used existing inbred strain phenotype data from the MPD and over 3,000 SNPs identified in their laboratory and at the Whitehead Institute (Lindblad-Toh et al. 2000) to conduct “in silico QTL mapping” in mouse. The basic approach is straightforward—as described previously, inbred strains are genetically identical within a strain but genetically diverse across strains. Therefore, associating SNP genotypes across the genome with strain phenotypes, similar to an RI-QTL study, can be expected to yield chromosomal regions that are associated with the trait of interest. The in silico mapping technique was successful in identifying QTL that overlapped with previously published reports using standard crosses (Grupe et al. 2001). Nevertheless, subsequent commentary on the method exposed several weaknesses, including lack of power, insufficient genetic variability and failure to control for both Type I and II errors (Chesler et al. 2001; Darvasi 2001). Darvasi (2001) estimated that between 40 and 150 strains would be necessary to identify a QTL affecting a quantitative trait with a heritability of 50%,
and the number of strains used in the Grupe study ranged from 4 to 8. However, Grupe et al. argued that this estimate was based on power calculations using Lander and Schork significance levels based on an infinite density of genetic markers and was not applicable to their study.

Regardless, it was generally agreed that in silico mapping, more recently termed haplotype association mapping (HAM), might be a useful tool for identification of QTL. Three factors were necessary for its successful implementation: dense SNP coverage across the genome for more than just a few strains, phenotype data for multiple strains and appropriate analysis tools for genotype/phenotype associations. Pletcher et al. (2004) addressed two of these problems by identifying over 10,000 SNPs in 48 strains and developing a HAM algorithm called SNPster (http://snpster.gnf.org) to perform genotype/phenotype associations across the genome using a three-SNP sliding haplotype window. Using this method, the authors were able to identify QTL peaks for several Mendelian traits, including coat color and retinal degeneration. They were also able to replicate previously identified QTL for more complex traits such as saccharin preference, high-density lipoprotein (HDL) levels and gallstone formation. In addition, most map locations spanned intervals of 1 Mb or less—a significant improvement over standard F2 or BC mapping.

However, several hurdles still remained for HAM. As more dense SNP panels were genotyped and more was known about the genetic structure of the inbred strains, it became clear that an extensive family structure existed that could lead to spurious associations. In addition, only a limited number of strains existed for which there was both phenotype and genotype data, resulting in limited power to detect QTL for complex phenotypes. McClurg et al. (2007) attempted to address family structure by calculating a genetic similarity matrix along with a weighted bootstrap method to decrease the significance of nonspecific associations. In addition, gene expression data were used to optimize the power of the SNPster algorithm to identify cis-acting expression QTL that are considered, by some, to be a highly-enriched set of true positives with a low false-positive rate (Chesler et al. 2006). Additional analysis programs have been developed to perform association mapping in inbred strains, including Efficient Mixed-Model Association (EMMA; (Kang et al. 2008)) and hmmSNP, which uses a hidden Markov model (HMM)-based algorithm (Tsaih and Korstanje 2009). Each program uses a different algorithm and has a slightly different way of dealing with population structure. However, most programs give qualitatively similar results (unpublished data, Tim Wiltshire).

The full power of HAM has not yet been realized, as the resources for performing such analyzes are still being compiled. The quantity of SNPs in mice now number in the millions across more than 100 inbred strains. The number of phenotypes in the mouse phenome database continue to grow, with over 2,000 phenotypes stored and an average of 19 mouse strains tested per phenotype. However, the HAM technique has been used successfully to narrow down previously identified QTL intervals (Burgess-Herbert et al. 2009; Cervino et al. 2005; Harrill et al. 2009; Park et al. 2003; Wang et al. 2005) and to identify new QTL (Bopp et al. 2010; Liao et al. 2004; Liu et al. 2006; Pletcher et al. 2004).
Few HAM studies have been published for behavior. Webb et al. conducted a whole genome association study for prepulse inhibition and identified QTL on Chr 1 and 13 (Webb et al. 2009) that overlap with genes that alter PPI when knocked out or regions of the human genome that contain genes that have been implicated in schizophrenia. Miller et al. (2010) measured tail suspension, an animal model of behavioral despair or depression, in 33 inbred strains of mice and identified four QTLs, including one that overlapped a human region that contains a locus associated with major depressive disorder and bipolar disorder.

Initial reports of QTL mapping using HAM resulted in concern about the fate of standard QTL studies (Chesler et al. 2001; Darvasi 2001). However, these concerns have not been realized. In general, HAM is viewed as one step in QTL identification that can be used for initial identification of QTL regions that must then be replicated using standard approaches. More commonly, HAM can be used to both replicate and narrow QTL that were identified using standard approaches (Burgess-Herbert et al. 2008, 2009; DiPetrillo et al. 2005). This technique is particularly effective when using strains that are genetically similar. Although genetic similarity may result in phenotypic similarity, QTL can be detected even when using parental strains that are phenotypically similar (Bailey et al. 2008; Eisener-Dorman et al. 2010). This is due to transgressive segregation, the reshuffling of alleles that occurs when two strains are crossed (Rieseberg et al. 1999). QTL identified in these crosses may be fine mapped to relatively small genomic regions using haplotype comparisons since regions of shared haplotype can be eliminated from consideration (Bailey et al. 2008; Eisener-Dorman et al. 2010).

As more phenotype data are collected for larger numbers of inbred strains and more information is gathered on the genomic structure of the laboratory mouse, HAM analysis will become an even more vital tool with which to identify complex disease genes.

7 Mutagenesis

In the late 1990s, with QTL accumulating in the literature and very few identified genes, the scientific community was looking for alternative approaches to identification of complex disease genes. Mutagenesis, the induction of mutations by chemicals or radiation, was particularly attractive. Mutagenesis in the mouse was not new—radiation-induced mutagenesis experiments to determine the genetic effects of radiation on mammals had been ongoing at the Department of Energy’s Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) since just after World War II. The use of N-ethyl-N-nitrosourea (ENU) as a chemical mutagen in mice began in 1978 when it was shown to have a mutation rate 12 times higher in male spermatogonia than that of X-rays (Justice 2004).

ENU is an alkylating agent that causes single base pair mutations—usually A–T to T–A transversions or A–T to G–C transitions. ENU induces random heritable mutations at a rate of approximately $1.4 \times 10^{-6}$ per nucleotide site.
(Takahasi et al. 2007), although this rate varies depending on the protocol and the species or inbred strain background. Because of the random nature of mutations resulting from ENU, it was proposed as an unbiased way to induce a single mutation that would affect a complex phenotype. Thus, unlike transgenic and knockout mouse technologies, which target a specific gene of interest, a strength of the ENU mutagenesis approach is that it is not hypothesis-driven and is not limited to the study of known genes previously associated with specific biological pathways. Downstream analysis for ENU studies included mapping of the causative mutation followed by identification of the genetic lesion. The presence of only one causative mutation was anticipated to render the gene easier to identify.

In 1997, several large-scale ENU mutagenesis centers were set up in the UK and Germany to produce and screen ENU-generated mutants using batteries of phenotypic tests, including dysmorphologies, behavior, neurological abnormalities, immunology, clinical chemistry and hearing (Hrabe de Angelis et al. 2000; Nolan et al. 2000). In 2000, the NIH awarded grant funding to three large-scale mutagenesis centers in the United States at the University of Tennessee at Memphis, Northwestern University and the Jackson Laboratory with a mandate on production, identification and dissemination of ENU-induced mutants displaying alterations in nervous system function and behavior (collectively called the Neuromice.org Consortium). Additional ENU mutagenesis centers were formed outside the auspices of NIH, both small and large-scale, in academia and industry (for a complete list see (Cordes 2005)).

The mutagenesis centers quickly began producing hundreds of mutants for dozens of disease-related domains. However, it quickly became obvious that identification of the causative mutation would not be as straightforward as hoped. There have been many successes in gene identification for ENU-induced mutants in the areas of immunology (Hoebe and Beutler 2008; Sandberg et al. 2005; Tabetta et al. 2006; Theodoratos et al. 2010), development (Herron et al. 2002; Garcia–Garcia et al. 2005; Stottmann et al. 2009) and metabolism (Lloyd et al. 2005, 2006, 2010; Wilkes et al. 2009). ENU-disrupted genes responsible for neurological traits that might be considered less susceptible to environmental fluctuations have also been successfully identified in the areas of deafness (Grillet et al. 2009; Mackenzie et al. 2009; Parker et al. 2010; Schwander et al. 2009a, b), ataxia (Sharkey et al. 2009; Swanson et al. 2010; Xie et al. 2010) and epilepsy (Frankel et al. 2009; Tokuda et al. 2011). Mapping mutants for more complex behavioral phenotypes, on the other hand, has proven problematic.

The basic steps in ENU mutagenesis (Fig. 2) include induction of mutations by injection of the mutagen in male mice. These G0 mice are then bred with wildtype females, and the offspring of that cross, the G1, can be screened for dominant mutations. Further breeding of the G1 males to wildtype females produces G2 females that can be bred back to the G1 male. The resulting G3 animals will carry recessive mutations at a rate of one per eight G3s. Once an outlier is identified, the standard course of action is to prove heritability by crossing the animal back to a wildtype, produce F1 mice and then intercross to recover the mutation in the F2 progeny—one-quarter of which should exhibit a fully-penetrant, recessive
phenotype. If no F2 mice exhibit the expected phenotype, it is assumed that the original outlier had multiple alleles contributing to the phenotype (ENU produces one mutation approximately every 1–2 Mb; Kile and Hilton 2005) that were dissociated by outcrossing OR that the original outlier displayed an abnormal phenotype due to non-genetic reasons (environmental variability, etc.). If the ratio of affected mice in the F2 is lower than expected, reduced penetrance may be an issue that needs to be considered during the mapping process. If, however, the heritability cross proves successful, the mutants enter into a mapping funnel that starts with outcrossing a proven mutant to a different inbred mapping strain and F2 or BC animals are produced and phenotyped. Here we start to enter into familiar “QTL” territory—if the phenotype produced by the mutation is too weak to be observed on a mixed background or interacts with QTL in the mapping cross, the phenotype may disappear and mapping attempts will be unsuccessful.

![Dominant/recessive ENU mutagenesis screen](image)

Fig. 2 Standard ENU mutagenesis. The standard ENU mutagenesis scheme includes injecting male mice (G0) with ENU. Doses vary depending upon strain, but generally, three weekly injections of 85–100 mg/kg ENU works well in B6 mice. ENU-treated males become infertile following treatment but many will regain fertility after 10–12 weeks. Loss of fertility is often used as an indicator that the ENU was effective. After regaining fertility, ENU-treated males are bred to wildtype females of the same strain or a different strain. G1 animals produced from this cross can be tested for dominant mutations. G1 mice will inherit a mutagenized genome from the father and the mutations will differ between G1s. To recover recessive mutations, the G1 females are crossed back to the G1 father to generate G2s. Two copies of any mutations that the father and daughter share will be recovered in the G3 at a rate of one mutation per eight G3s. For this reason, G3 pedigrees are often screened for phenotypes in order to recover at least one or two affected animals with which to propagate the new mutant colony.
One way to deal with a non-robust phenotype is to cross the mutant to a number of inbred strains in order to find a heterogeneous background that allows for the recovery of the mutant phenotype in the mapping cross, but this increases mapping costs. Alternatively, sufficient SNP data are now available that allow mapping to strains that are closely related to the background strain and might reduce the number of interacting QTL (Bailey et al. 2008; Eisener-Dorman et al. 2010; Xia et al. 2010). The mutant phenotype might also be preserved by limiting the amount of the mapping strain background by backcrossing the F1 animals to a mutant. This strategy also increases the number of animals in the mapping cross that carry the causative mutation. Finally, a contemporaneous population of mice not carrying the mutation can be produced, phenotyped and genotyped to provide a control for both choosing outliers in the mutant cross and identifying background QTL.

Even with these strategies, however, identification of genes in ENU mutants that exhibit behavioral anomalies has been painfully slow, even when the phenotype appears robust. Many mutants with abnormal behavioral profiles have been reported (Rastan et al. 2004; Reijmers et al. 2006; Hamre et al. 2007; Mathews et al. 2009), yet gene identification for ENU behavioral mutants has been slow to materialize.

Recent publications, however, indicate that ENU-induced behavioral mutants are beginning to yield genes. In 2007, Keays et al. identified an ENU-induced mutation in the guanosine triphosphate (GTP) binding pocket of alpha-1 tubulin (Tuba1). Tuba1 mice exhibited hyperactive behavior but also had a secondary correlated phenotype—body weight. The presence of a secondary phenotype that was more stable and reproducible than the hyperactivity phenotype aided in fine mapping and identifying the gene. Speca et al. (2010) recently reported on the identification of an ENU-induced nonsense mutation in the Unc-79 gene in a mouse mutant (Lightweight) initially identified in a screen for animals with enhanced locomotor activity. The screen was conducted on a sensitized genetic background (mice heterozygous null for dopamine transporter), but the Lightweight mutation acted independently of this background. As the name implies, this mutant also had a correlated phenotype of low body weight. Peaks for both weight and locomotor activity overlapped, and the use of both phenotypes contributed to the identification of the causative ENU-induced mutation. Finally, an ENU-generated missense mutation in the Grin1 gene was identified in a mouse mutant that displayed increased spontaneous locomotor activity (Furuse et al. 2010). It should be noted that all three of these mutants were identified in screens for dominant ENU mutations, and all were initially generated on a mixed genetic background (i.e. ENU mutagenized males were crossed to females of a different inbred strain). These results suggest that dominant mutations are ultimately easier to identify than recessive mutations. Furthermore, using a mixed genetic background in the primary ENU screen may increase the chance of recovering mutant mice in the mapping cross, thereby hastening identification of the mutated gene.

The goals of the NIH-funded ENU centers included generation and distribution of mutagenized mice with the idea that individual researchers could follow up on
phenotypes of interest and map the mutated genes. Although gene identification of ENU behavioral mutants has been slow, improvements in next-generation sequencing technologies and decreased costs may accelerate the process. Deep sequencing of ENU-generated mutants, in combination with or independent of mapping information, could yield the causative mutations. Several large libraries of cryopreserved sperm and/or embryos from G1 mice are also available at RIKEN (Yoshiki et al. 2009), Harwell (Glenister and Thornton 2000), the Australian Phenomics Network and the German ENU mutagenesis center. As sequencing prices decrease, these libraries could be screened to identify mutations genome-wide. Cryo-recovery and phenotyping of mice with mutations in specific genes would complement efforts such as the KOMP.

8 Beyond QTL Analysis: Finding the Quantitative Trait Gene

The ultimate goal of QTL mapping is identification of the underlying polymorphism that can provide insight into the biology of the phenotype/disease. Regardless of how a QTL is identified, members of the complex trait community have determined that several methods are appropriate and necessary for QTL validation (Abiola et al. 2003). These criteria include relating the gene function to the QTL phenotype, identifying allelic polymorphisms or assessing gene homology to determine if the sequence is evolutionarily conserved across species. Manipulation of the gene of interest is also advantageous for QTL validation and includes the study of knockout, knockin, transgenic or otherwise genetically-altered mouse models. Genetic or functional complementation of different inbred strains or a genetically-deficient mouse model serves as an additional confirmation of the QTL (Kono et al. 2003; Yalcin et al. 2004).

Identification of the QTG represents the beginning of a new phase of analysis that explores the mechanisms underlying alterations in gene expression and biological pathways (Flint 2003). For example, Rgs2 was mapped as an anxiety QTL and was later genetically dissected and confirmed using quantitative complementation (Yalcin et al. 2004). These findings have since been translated to human anxiety research, with the human RGS2 ortholog correlating with introversion and social anxiety, thereby becoming a potential target for the treatment of social anxiety disorders (Smoller et al. 2008).

9 The Future of Forward Genetics

As knowledge of the genomic sequence and organization of both the human and mouse genomes increases, an appreciation for the complexities that will likely explain the genetic components of complex behaviors has become more apparent. Single-gene, reverse genetic approaches like knockouts and transgenics still have
much to offer toward functional annotation of genes. However, it is now widely accepted that naturally occurring genetic variation, along with epigenetic effects and environmental variation, may act synergistically to increase risk for complex neuropsychiatric diseases. Although the complex trait community has made consistent advances in the search for QTL that influence behavior, the progress from QTL to QTG has been painstakingly slow. However, genomic tools in the mouse are being developed at a rapid pace and promise to transform complex trait analysis. For example, dense SNP maps now available make it possible to narrow QTL regions using haplotype comparisons—the substantial reduction of a QTL interval that used to take years can now be accomplished in hours depending on the parental strains utilized (Eisener-Dorman et al. 2010).

New sequencing technologies are driving down costs and allowing for more accurate sequencing of entire genomes. As acquiring sequence becomes less cost prohibitive, the ability to sequence individual mice in a specific genomic interval or genome-wide will become a real option even for smaller laboratories. This will be especially useful for gene identification in ENU mutagenized lines.

Using new sequencing technologies, the Sanger Institute is sequencing the entire genome from 17 different inbred mouse strains, including the CC parental strains, as part of its Mouse Genomes Project (http://www.sanger.ac.uk/resources/mouse/genomes/). These data will provide an invaluable resource for mapping and haplotype analysis in the CC as it comes online. These sequence data, along with the increased genetic variation and mapping resolution offered by the CC, will provide access to QTL that have been unrepresented in current mapping populations.

This is a particularly exciting time for mouse genetics as resources and technology advance at a rapid pace. Behavioral scientists are poised to gain new insights into the biology and genetic control of complex behaviors with the ultimate goal of translational studies in humans.
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